ATTACHMENT B

Post-Graduate Services Area
Organizational Unit “State Exams, Ph.D. Programs and Masters”

APPLICATION FORM
PH.D. PROGRAM XXXI CYCLE
(WITH HEADQUARTERS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SANNIO)

To the Rector
University of Sannio
Piazza Guerrazzi, n. 1
82100 Benevento
(For precise instructions, please refer to article 3 of the Call for Competition)
___________________________________________________________________________________
SURNAME

NAME

gender (M/F) ___ born at _______________________________ on __________________________________
resident in _____________________ address ______________________________ Postal Code ____________
tel._________________mobile_________________e-mail address____________________________________
Ph.D. program
________________________________________________________________________________
I hereby declare under my responsibility, according to articles 46 and 47 of the Decree of the President of the
Republic n. 445 of December 28, 2000, to be aware of the penal sanctions set by article 76 of the same Decree
for falsity of acts or false declarations.
I declare:
a) To be __________________ citizen;
b) (for candidates with an Italian degree) to hold a Diploma di Laurea/Laurea Specialistica/Laurea Magistrale
in ______________________________________________________________ awarded on_____________
with marks _____________ at the University_____________________________________________________;
c) (for
candidates
with
a
foreign
degree)
to
hold
a______________
degree
on
_____________________________________________ awarded on _____________________, which has been
declared equivalent to the Italian degree ________________________________________________________
by________________________________________________________________ on ______________ (in case
the applicant does not possess such declaration, he/she must enclose all documents useful to the Admission
Committee to establish adequacy of the degree for admission to the chosen Ph.D. course, as indicated in
Article 3 , paragraph 8 of the Call for Competition);
d) (for undergraduates in their final year) that I will be awarded the ____________ degree on
_________________________________________________________________________________________
on _______________ by the University _______________________________________________________
(the degree has to be awarded by the deadline set at article 4 paragraph 1 of the Call for Competition);
e) to choose the following language for the admission exam (Italian or English)
____________________________;

f) (for the “Person, Market, Institution” Ph.D. program) to choose the following curriculum
______________________________________________________________________________________
and, within this, the following scientific field________________________________ (to complete these
fields please refer to the Ph.D. data sheet);
g) (for the “Science and Technologies for Environment and Health” Ph.D. program) to choose the
following topic _______________________________ (to complete these fields please refer to the Ph.D.
data sheet);
h) (for the “Information Technologies for Engineering Ph.D. program) to choose the following curriculum
_____________________________ (to complete these fields please refer to the Ph.D. data sheet);
i) my commitment to attend full-time the Ph.D. program for which I applied, according to the rules laid down
by the Academic Board;
j) to accept all the provisions contained in the Call and in the University Regulations for the Establishment and
Organization of Ph.D. programs.
(The applicant must declare the above under penalty of exclusion)
I attach the following documents:
a) copy of a valid identity document;
b) curriculum vitae, with details of any other qualification;
c) (only for applicants who graduated in Italy) self-certification of graduation, with the specification of the
exams taken and marks;
d) (only for applicants who graduated abroad)
- first and second level degree certificate with marks;
- transcripts of exams taken during the I and II level academic career, with related marks;
- any other document which can be useful to obtain the declaration of suitability (i.e. diploma supplement,
declaration of value, issued, respectively, from the candidate’s university and from the Italian delegation
in charge).
e) final dissertation, submitted in electronic PDF format on CD, DVD or USB flash memory;
f) abstract (summary) of the dissertation (not to exceed four pages); publications (if present), each with an
abstract (all above documents must be submitted in electronic PDF format on CD, DVD or USB flash
memory);
g) indication of up to three professors or researchers to write reference letters (Referees must send their
letters to dottorati@unisannio.it by the seventh day prior to the written exam (where required) or the
oral exam).
(All documents written in a language other than Italian or English (except academic publications) must
be accompanied, under the penalty of exclusion, by a legally certified translation, consistent with the text
in the foreign language)
I select for communications regarding the procedure the following address: (street and number)
________________________________________________, postal code ___________, City and Country
____________________________________, e-mail address__________. I agree to communicate promptly any
change.
I hereby authorize the competent Administrative Offices to handle my personal data pursuant to Law n. 196 of
June 30, 2003 (“Personal Data Protection Code”) and subsequent amendments thereto.
I acknowledge that the University of Sannio has the right to ascertain, in any phase of the procedure and also
after enrollment, the truthfulness of my declarations.
Date ____________
Signature
____________________________

